
 

COMING HOME Learning and Engagement Case Study 

Portrait of William Wilberforce by Sir Thomas Lawrence, Ferens Art Gallery, Hull 
    

   

The Human Rainbow: Inclusive Portraiture workshop with artist Estabrak  

 

1. Introduction 

Born in Hull, William Wilberforce dedicated his life to the ‘suppression of the Slave Trade and the 
reformation of manners’. After years of political campaigning, Wilberforce’s bill to end Britain’s 
involvement in slave trading was passed with a standing ovation from MPs in 1807. A further act of 
1833 provided for the emancipation of enslaved Africans in British colonies. 
 
Wilberforce suffered from illness for most of his adult life including a curvature of the spine, which 
resulted in him wearing a metal support. This helps to explain the unusual pose of this portrait, 
painted by Sir Thomas Lawrence (1769-1830), the most gifted and fashionable portraitist of the day. 
Despite being in pain during the sitting, Wilberforce recorded that he had spent ‘a very pleasant hour’ 
with Lawrence. The artist, however, was unable to entice Wilberforce back for further sittings, 
consequently the portrait was unfinished at Lawrence’s death. 
 
This work was the third portrait to ever be taken into the National Portrait Gallery’s collection. 
 

2. Participants 

 The exhibition engaged primarily with the Gallery’s core audience of heritage/art engaged 
individuals.  

 The engagement programme engaged a wider audience including young people and primary 
schools.  

 



3. Activity 

Sir Thomas Lawrence’s famous portrait of William Wilberforce was exhibited in Hull at the Ferens Art 
Gallery. The exhibition sought to reveal a new narrative relating to Wilberforce, telling the story of 
what Hull meant to Wilberforce, and what Wilberforce meant to Hull. The exhibition as a whole 
sought to highlight Wilberforce’s ongoing legacy n his hometown and how that relates to its people, 
as individuals, today.  

 
An extensive engagement programme increased and diversified participation and understanding of 
the exhibition themes. This included: 

 Exhibition focus group: ‘Africans in Yorkshire’ 

 Wilberforce citywide trail available in gallery for visitors to use between the Ferens Art Gallery 

and Wilberforce House Museum. Key monuments, Wilberforce’s school, church and home 

were highlighted.  

 An extended version of the popular Wilberforce schools session at Wilberforce House, 

including a visit to the Ferens Art Gallery exhibition. Selected schools received the 

opportunity to undertake Arts Award as part of this session.  

 The Human Rainbow workshop - led by former refugee artist Estabrak Al-Ansari, young 

people joined a half day portraiture workshop. Final artworks were displayed at the Ferens 

Art Gallery. 

 African Drumming Workshops – visitors explored West African rhythms and song using 

authentic West African instruments with Humber Drum Circles. 

 Artist led workshop - as part of the BIG DRAW celebration week, visitors took part in a free 

drop-in drawing experience learning new drawing techniques. Looking at what home means, 

visitors took inspiration from the work of local emerging artists and former refugees The Dirar 

Family.  

 Crafting Wilberforce – visitors to William Wilberforce's birthplace tried ‘completing’ the 

unfinished portrait of him using a selection of art materials. 

 Minority Voice seminar - Minority Voice is an organisation which works to keep alive the 

traditions of African refugees resettled in the UK. The group shared their culture and 

experiences through a short film, song, dance and an interactive talk on the challenges of 

integration. 

 Lectures – a talk by a representative of the Humber Modern Slavery Partnership providing an 

insight into the local picture of modern slavery in the Humberside Region. In the second 

lecture, Dr Lauren Darwin focused on African abolitionist Salim Charles Wilson’s extraordinary 

life showing how he and other Black abolitionists were able to build upon the legacy of 

William Wilberforce by appealing for local support to end slavery. 

 Blog series – accompanying the exhibition written by curators, volunteers and a 

representative from the Humber Modern Slavery Partnership. 

4. Outcomes and reflections 

Participants 
Visitors to the exhibition expressed a greater understanding and appreciation of Wilberforce’s 
significance in Hull and his continued legacy within the city, especially through the actions of 
significant individuals like abolitionist Salim Charles Wilson and the contemporary campaign against 
slavery. Feedback in the exhibition reflected a reverence for Wilberforce and how we as individuals 
need to continue his work today.  



 
The engagement programme aimed to deepen understanding between diverse communities within 
the city and, and highlight Hull’s continued role as a welcoming city, channelling some of 
Wilberforce’s principles. Participants expressed a wider appreciation for other cultures and welcomed 
opportunities to attend artistic workshops led by practitioners from BME heritage. There was also a 
strong, positive response to a lecture led by Humber Modern Slavery Project highlighting our civic 
duty today. 

 
The organisation 
The partnership between the National Portrait Gallery, Ferens Art Gallery and Wilberforce House 
Museum, which underpinned the exhibition, gave a strong foundation of knowledge and resources. 
This led to a well-researched, interesting and challenging exhibition for both visitors and staff. The 
exhibition themes and content went beyond the traditional narrative of Wilberforce; as such, the 
exhibition examined primary sources for Black History and delivered an interesting exhibition concept 
addressing Wilberforce’s legacy today.  
 
The process helped inform best practice in future exhibition planning. To ensure exhibitions continue 
to be thoroughly researched and thought through, the Gallery is keen to integrate community 
consultation in the planning process as early as capacity allows. 
 
The exhibition provided the context in which the service could uncover hidden objects not previously 
displayed and highlight the breadth of permanent collections. The exhibition provided the 
opportunity to marry historic and artistic objects in one exhibition and highlight their relevance to the 
modern day.  
 
The exhibition enabled the Gallery to successfully nominate objects within the service for 
conservation and further care, which would otherwise not have been possible.  
 
The combination of collections from WHM and Ferens provided an opportunity to share skills across 
the service in collections care, academic knowledge and exhibition delivery.  
 
As a whole, the project sought to engage with diverse communities in Hull in both the exhibition and 
engagement programme. This was especially valuable in light of the sensitive and potentially 
contentious nature of the narratives involved in the exhibition.  
 
Increased representation of communities with protected characteristics participating in the museum 
and gallery programming (particularly people of African-Caribbean heritage).  
 
Engagement programme delivered in partnership with a more ethnically diverse group of 
practitioners, including from settled African and Middle Eastern former refugee communities. 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 


